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THE COMPLETION OF AN ABELIAN CATEGORY

BY

H.B.STAUFFER

ABSTRACT.   Any category  A   can be embedded in its right completion  A.

When A   is small and abelian, this  completion  A   is AB5 and the embedding is

exact.

1. Introduction.  Given a category A, we can construct its completion A with

respect to direct limits.  A isa free completion of A, for A can be embedded in

A, and any functor  F: A —► B, where B  is closed under direct limits, allows a

unique extension F:A —iB.  This construction is well known.  However, we shall

show, in addition, that if A  is small and abelian, A  is an AB5 category with a

generator, and the embedding is exact.  Hence,  A  has enough injectives.   In fact,

A  is equivalent to Sex (A — , Ab), the category of all left exact functors from the

dual  category of   A  to the   category of abelian groups.   Let us note some termino-

logy and conventions which will be observed.  If A  is a category, |A| will denote

the class of objects in A.  Hom^ (A, B) will be written A{A, B).  All functors will

be covariant, unless stated otherwise, and additive, whenever meaningful.  If A

and  B  ate categories, B— will denote the category of functors from  A  to  B  and

natural transformations between them.  Direct limit, often denoted by lim, will be

indexed by any category, whereas directed direct limit will be indexed by a direct-

ed set.   The dual concepts are inverse limit and directed inverse limit, respective-

ly.   If a category  A  has direct limits for all functors   F: D —> A  where  D is a

small category, then  A  is right complete; the special case where  A  has directed

limits for all functors   F: I —► A  where  / is a directed set is called closed under

directed direct limits. The dual concepts are left complete and closed under directed

inverse limits, respectively.

This paper owes a debt to Saul Lubkin, who initially suggested many of the

results to me.  I wish also to thank Professor Saunders Mac Lane for his many help-

ful suggestions and thoughtful encouragement during the preparation of this paper.

2. Given a category A, we want to construct the category A in a manner dual

to the category Apr0 as introduced by Grothendieck (cf. [8, pp. 1-4]).   Let us re-

call his procedure.
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To each object A e |A|  one can associate the representable functor  hA =

A(  , A): Aop —> Ens, the category of sets.  For each morphism A —> A    in A, one

clearly obtains a morphism  hA —> b A<   of functors.   hA  is a functor covariant in

A, i.e. one has a functor  h: A —> Ens -°P.  Using the Yoneda Lemma (cf. [13,

pp. 97—991), we find that the natural map

A°p(hA,hA,)
A(A, A') — Ens"        A    A    '

is a bijection.  If a functor  F £ |Ens -     |   is naturally isomorphic to a functor of

the form h ., then  F is said to be representable.  Thus  ¿ defines an  equivalence

between the category A  and the full subcategory of Ens -      consisting of repre-

sentable functors.

Let us extend this procedure.  To each functor  A : 7 —> A  where  7 is any di-

rected set regarded as a category (cf. [12, p. 43]), we associate the functor hA =

lim, A( , A_)= lim, A( , A.): Aop -♦ Ens.  Any functor  7 e |Ens -°P|  which is

naturally isomorphic to one of the form  h .    will be called ind-representable.  Con-

sider another such functor B. : / —> A  and its associated functor  h„ .  Again using

the Yoneda Lemma, we have a bijection

A°p(hA,bB   ) Aop(lim, A(  , A.),  lim, A( , 73.))
Ens = Ens —» —*J '

Aop(A(  , A.), lim, A(  , 73.))

= I»? Ins-      - '     -*J * J*T

-»lim lim A(A., B .).

T T

With this in mind, we define the category A  0f  ind-objects of A.   Its objects will

consist of functors  A : 7 —» A  where  7 is any directed set, and, if  A .: 7 —> A  and

B : ] —»A  are two such objects, we let

Â(A., B.) = lim lim A(A¿, Ö.).

We shall show that there is an evident composition of morphisms in  A   satisfying

the category axioms.   Then,  A_~—»lim. A(  , A ) defines  a functor  77 which estab-

lishes an equivalence between the category A  of ind-objects of A   and the cate-

gory of ind-representable functors in Ens -°  .

Let us  examine  the morphisms  of   A   more  closely.    An  element  of

USj A(A¿, B.) consists of an index /' plus a morphism /.: A{—tB. in A with the

following equivalence relation,  f.: A . —* B . and /': A . —> B '   ate equivalent if

and only if there exists  /'"   > /, ;    in  /  such that the following diagram commutes:
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Hence given objects  A : / —»A  and  B/. ] —» A  in  A, an element of A(A _, B J =

lim, lim , A(A ., B .) is an ordered pair  (cfe, f.)} where  cfe: I —* J  is a set map and

/.: A. —» ß,...  is a morphism in  A  for each  i £ I.   If i   > i in  /, there exists  ;' >

cfeii), cfeii') in  /  such that the following diagram commutes:

A,,
>(«')

B

A. ■* B
d)

An equivalence relation exists.   In  Ä(A_, B ),   (0, /.)/ ~ (cfe1, /.'), if and only if for

each  i £ I there exists  / > cfe(i), cfe '(i) in  /  such that the following diagram commutes:

V(z)

Hi)

It is now immediate that A  is indeed a category.  We shall often refer to a morphism

icfe, /.), as (0, /) or just / and to an object A : / —+ A as lA^j, [Alj, or ÍA¿, a\¡

(cf. [13, pp. 47-48]).  If A £ \A\, \A\ will denote the functor A/. P —> A  where  P

is the one point directed set and A    is defined by  •-»A.

3.  When a finite number of morphisms in  A  are under consideration they may

be regarded as natural transformations of functors from a common directed set.   Let

us be more precise.   Recall that a directed set  / is pointwise finitely preceded

(p.f.p.) if and only if, for each  z'Q £ I, the subset iz'| i < z'0  in  l\ is finite (cf. [14]).

Proposition 3.1.   Let  D  be the finite diagram in A   consisting of n objects

ÍA1}, , JA2!,  , • • • ,SA"K    272 A and, for 1 < h < k < n, a finite set M,  , C
^       \1 ' 2 ln ~~ Z3,fe

A([A   j.  , \Ak\¡A.   Then there exists a p.f.p. directed set  I and a finite diagram  D'

in the category A   —»A  consisting of n objects \ß1]., {B2}.,. ■ ■ , \B"\. in A    and,

for  1 < h < k < 72, a /2'722'ie set  M'h k C A,í\Bh]¡, \Bk\¡) such that  D'  is equivalent to

D  in A, i.e. there exist isomorphisms  iT: \Br\. \AT\1    in A,   1 < r < n, such that

o M, , o r
D ,fe
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Proof.  Let us proceed with several preliminary lemmas.  Let (0, /.).: [A ., aî;

—► \B ., ß\. be a morphism in  A.  We shall need to consider a new morphism

(p, g.).: [A{, a\{ —» [B-, ß\.  constructed from (0, f){ in the following way.  For

each 2 £ I, pick some ; > 00) in /, and let p(i) - j.  Define gi = ß'^^j ° /,-•

Lemma 3.2.   With the above notation, (p, g.). is a morphism in A.   Furthermore,

(p, g.\ ~ (0, f.)v

Lemma 3.3.  Let A   = ¡A., a\. £ |A|, and let  F: /' —* I be a cofinal functor

between directed sets.  Then, if ÍA„../., a¡.' = A ° F: l' —» A, the morphism

(F, idp,.,.).,: \Ap..i^ a\.i —> |A., a!, defines an isomorphism in A, where id is

the identity map.

Proof.   Use the fact that  F is cofinal to define the set map p: I —> 7   as fol-

lows.   For each  i £ I, choose  p(i) = ;   £   I    such that  F(i') > i in  7.  Then

(p, a^<-p(l)))¡: \A., a\{ —» {AF/j./)? a!f'   gives us the inverse of (F, idF(¿/)),,.    Q.E.D.

Given a morphism  (0, /.).: {A ., a\{ —> JB ., ß\. in  A, we can always consider

the tange of 0 to be cofinal in  /.  More precisely,

Lemma 3.4.  If (0, /.).: \A ., a\, —. \B., ß}.   is a morphism in   A, then there

exist an isomorphism h: \C,, y\K —r [A ., a}, and a morphism (p, g/-)¡<: \C,, y\„ —►

\B ., /3i,  such that

(i) ip, gk)K "" (0, f)¡ ° h, and

(ii) the range of p  is cofinal in  J.

Proof.   If the range of 0 is already cofinal in  /, we are done.   If not, there

exists j0 £ J such that 00) > jQ does not hold for any i £ I.  Let /' = S/'| /' > f0

in  j\ be the cofinal subset in  /, and let  K = 7 Ú / , the disjoint union, with the

following induced order.  Use the original order for elements in  7.   Let /   < j" < j'

fot all j , j     £ J .  Finally, fix some  /„ £ I, and, for each /   £ J , i £ I, let / <   i

or j  >  2  if and only if  i- < i or  iQ > », respectively.   K is then a directed set.

Define the order-preserving function  F: K —► / by letting  F(i) = i,  i £ I, and  F(j')

= zn>  J   e J ■  Then  F is a cofinal functor, and, by Lemma 3.3, there exists an iso-

morphism    h = (F,  idF(k))K:   \Ck, y\K   —»   [A.,   a\{    where    {Cfe, y\K    =    A   o

F : K —► A and [A., a.\. = A : 7 —»A.  Then, we use Lemma 3.2. to construct the

morphism  (p, gAK ~ (0, f)¡ ° h as follows.   For each  i £ I, let p(i) = 00), g ■ = f -,

and, for each /' £ /', let  p(j') = /, where  / > /',  0OQ) in /,  g.' = ß^,iQ) ° fÍQ.

Then the image of p is cofinal in  / , hence in  /.     Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.5.   Let (0, /.).: ¡A., ai, —► ÍB., ß\.  be a morphism with I a p.f.p.
lili J J

directed set.   Then there exists a morphism (p, g.).; \A ., a\. —» iß ., ß).  such that

(i) p0) > 0(7)  2-72  /  and g. *£$$ °0 for all i £ I (hence  (p, g.), - (0, /.),,

and, if the image of 0 is cofinal in J, the image of p is also cofinal in j), and

(ii) if i < i    in I, then p(i) < p(i ) in J  and the following diagram commutes:
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Ax' *'"     T   bp(A)

o Î
I

\        -*    SP(z)

Proof.  We use transfinite induction to define  p and g . on  /.   Let <   well-

order the set  /.  Let   i. 6 /, and suppose  p and g. have been defined satisfying (i)

and (ii) on  IQ = \i\ i < i',  i   <    iQ in  /!.  Then, letting  l'Q = iz'| i < iQ in  /!, extend

p and g. to /q = Iq U Iq   by defining p and g. on /¿' — /0 so that (i) and (ii) are

satisfied on  /„ .   This is possible since  / is a p.f.p. directed set  • • ■   we can de-

fine  p to be an appropriate constant on the finite set  1 - — /„.   Then it is immedi-

ate that  p and g. satisfy (i) and (ii) on  /„.  We have extended  p and g. to include

z'g.  Hence, by transfinite induction, we can define  p and g. satisfying (i) and (ii)

on all of  /.     Q.E.D.

Now we are ready to prove Proposition 3.1.  We proceed by induction on 72.   If

72 = 1, there exist a p.f.p. directed set  / and cofinal functor  F: / —► /    (cf. [14, p.

375]).   Then, by Lemma 3.3, there exists an isomorphism  i  : iß   i, —► [AM,    where

iß1!, = A1 ° F: / —» A  and fA1!,   = A1: /j —♦ A.  Hence, the proposition is true

for 22 = 1.   Let 72 > 1, and assume the proposition holds for the case 72 — 1.   Then

there exist a p.f.p. directed set  /, isomorphisms  er: \CT\. —» \Ar\.    in  A,   2 < r <
J if

72, and morphisms  M¿' fe = (ek)~ 1 »M^Ofk A(\Ch\j, \Ck\  ), 2<h< k<n, such

that

(i) all iCr!.   are indexed by  /,   2 < r < n, and

(ii) each morphism in  M" ,   is of the form (id, g) where  g is a natural transfor-

mation of functors.

Suppose there are no morphisms with domain  [Al\.  .  Then using Lemma 3.3,

we can construct an isomorphism  e   : {C  }„   —> ¡A   }.    with  K a p.f.p. directed

set.  Let  / be the product of  K and  /  in the category of directed sets and functors

between them, i.e. / = (k, j), k £ K,  j £ ],   and (k, j) < (k' , j') in  / if and only if

k < k    in   K and /' < /'    in  /.  Then  / is a p.f.p. directed set, and we have the co-

final projection functors  77,: / —► K and  272: / —► /  defined by

77, (k, j) = k,        n2(k, j) = j.

Hence, using Lemma 3.3, we have the isomorphisms   h   : iß   }, —> \C  \K and  hT:

{Br},-»iCr};, 2<r<72, where iß1!, = C1 ° 77,: /-. A, \CX\K = C): K -» A,

\Br], = C ° 272: / -+ A, and  \C\] = C'. J — A.  Then we can let  iT = eT o hT,   1 <

r < 72, and the proposition is proved.

Suppose there are   k morphisms  (cfes, fs): \Al\.   —> iA^'L       ,   1 < s < k,  2 <
'I 'r(s)

r(s) < 72.   Then we can use Lemma 3.2 to obtain morphisms  (p, bs) ~ (er(-s))~ 1 °
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(cf>s, fs),  1 < s < k, all having the same set function  p, i.e. for each  z'j £ I v choose

p(i.) > (ps(iy),   1 < s <k, and define   b*    as in the the lemma.   Next we can use

Lemma 3.4 to obtain an isomorphism ex\ \Cl\K —> \A1\¡    and morphisms  (6, ms) ~

(p, è5) ° e1,   1 < s < k, such that the image of 8 is cofinal in  /.  Next we can

obtain a cofinal functor  F: I —» K where   F: |7| —» |K|  is onto as a set function and

/ is a p.f.p. directed set.   Then, using Lemma 3.3, we obtain an isomorphism  h  :

\Bl\. —» {CMK where  7 is a p.f.p. directed set and the image of the set map of the

compositions  (6, ms) ° h    remains cofinal in /.  Hence, we can obtain morphisms

(a, ns) "* (0, ms) ° hl,  1 < s < k, satisfying (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.5.  Since the

image of  a is cofinal in  /, we can use Lemma 3.3 to obtain isomorphisms  hT:

\Br}j -+ \Cr\j,  2 < r < 72, and factorizations  (a, ns) = hr(-s) ° (id, gs).  Setting   ? =

er ° hr,  1 < r < 72, we have our result.     Q.E.D.

If A  is abelian, any monomorphism (epimorphism) in  A  can be expressed in

the form (id, h.), where  h is a natural transformation of functors and each ¿¿ is a

monomorphism (epimorphism) in  A.  More precisely,

Corollary 3.6.   Let (0, f): \Al\     —► [A   \.    be a monomorphism (epimorphism)

in A  where A   is abelian.   Then there exist a directed set I, isomorphisms  i  :

\A   \.    anda monomorphism (epimorphism)ÍCM^ÍAM^  and i2:\C2\l

(id,¿.).: \C  \. —> \C  \. in A  yielding the commutative diagram

Cl
(id, A .)

i'l
\C¿

W (4>, f)

and satisfying

(i)iCMi  and \C  \. are both indexed by  I,

(ii) ¿: C} —► C_   is a natural transformation of functors, and

(iii) eac¿ ¿.  is a monomorphism (epimorphism) in A.

Proof.   From Proposition 3.1, there exist a directed set 7, isomorphisms   e1:

{B1, ßl\j—»[A1!,    and  e2: \B2, ß2\l —* {A  ];  , and a monomorphism (epimorphism)

(id, g.)¡: ¡B.1, ßl\j—► \B2, ß2\j yielding the commutative diagram

(id, gl),
ÍB,,/6M, \BJ,ß\

2

ÍA]
(4>, f)

lA2!,
l -i
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and satisfying

(i) iß1, /31!, and iß2, ß2\, ate both indexed by  /, and

(ii) g: B] —► B2  is a natural transformation of functors.

Since  A  is abelian, for  i < i   in  /, the  g.'s factor into the commutative dia-

gram

1            '           ki'         «1         "z"                            .                             "'"'    >    o2 "'•'     ,        ,       .
ker g.    -'■—>• B., -*■   cotm g.   = im g.  -* B ., * cok g

t       .     I     . I ..    Î.   .. ■     I
ft . j m . i 2 l

ker g .    --—y B .    -*• coim g . = im g .    ->■  B .   -► cok p .
öz z °z °z z °z

where the  ttz .'s are epimorphisms and the  72.'s are monomorphisms in  A.  Thus in

À we have the morphisms

(id, k.)j                      1      j           (id, m¿),

iker g.\j       -.-»      iß,'/3   '/    -•>    icoim g.\,

= íimg¡!,-Li-►      \B2,ß2\,    -'-^-*icokgz!,

where  (id, g.), = (id, 72.), ° (id, 222.),.  If (id, g.), is a monomorphism in  A, then we

claim (id, 222.). is an isomorphism in  A.   For, (id, g ■), ° (id, k.), = 0 implies

(id,/e.)/ = 0.   This implies that, for each  i £ I, there exists cr(z') = t    > i such that

ß.i'° k. = 0.  Thus there exists a morphism  p. yielding the following commutative

diagram:

1          ki'              1            mi' 1 1

ker gl    -»• E, '   -f      colm z?¿   = lm g¿

t    t #\ ":-^   iZC . j 221 • ~^

ker p.    -l-*■  B.     -■-» coim p . = im p .

(o, p^), is the inverse of (id, 722^.  Letting ÍC1!, = ícoimg¿!,, \C  !, = iß2, ß2\,,

i   = e    ° (o, p)p  i   = e  , and  (id, h.)[ = (id, 72.),, we have our result.  Similarly,

if (id, g¿)j is an epimorphism, then  (id, 22.), is an isomorphism in A.  Let \C !, =

[B¡, /31!,,  iC2!, = iim g.\v  A = e1,  z'2 = e2 ° (id, «.),, and  (id, h.), = (id, 222.),, and

we are done.     Q.E.D.

4.  Now we are ready for the main results about  A.

Theorem 4.1.   Let A  be any category.   Then

(i) A  is closed under directed direct limits.

(ii) There exists a functor IA: Ac—, A  which is a full embedding, and, given

a functor F: A —► ß  where B  is closed under directed direct limits, there exists

a functor F; A —► ß  which preserves directed direct limits and gives the commuta-

tive diagram:
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B

[A

F.

Ac-

ugust

\

V
N

If 77: F —► G ¿s a natural transformation between functors from A to B, then there

exists a unique natural transformation rj: F —> G which extends 77, 2.e. if A £ \A\,

Z¿e72 rj[lA(A)] = 77(A).  Hence  F  is unique.

(iii) If A   is additive, it induces an additive structure on A  such that  7. : A

c—» A  is additive.  If F: A —> B  is additive, then so is F: A —> B.

(iv) // A  is abelian, A  is an AB5 category and IA: Ac-► A  7s exact.  If, in

addition, A  is small, then A  has a generator and, hence, has enough injectives.

Proof.   Let F: J —> A  be a functor where J is a directed set. Let F(j) = {A1.., a7if ,

tot each j £ J, and, for ; < /'   in /, let  F if < j') = (07'7' , f'.>''),  : \Aj. , a7i/ -*
, li    'i li 'i

[A7. ,, a7 ¡, ,. Then  we  construct the  direct limit of  F in  A  as follows.   Let  L =

U-,r7. with the induced order 2. < i .< if and only if / < r in J and 07'7 (i.) < i■<\s,ej  j 7-7 j        1 - 1 j -r j   -   j

in /.'.  L is then a directed set.  Then define the functor 7)   = L —» A  by letting

D.   = A7 ,  i. £ I., and D(i. < i.i) = (a7 )'/. ., ° fjA. D £ \A\  together with 77:lj lj'     I I' J -    7 _   <í37,7    (ij) 'j 1-16 /

F —► const D , the natural transformation of functors defined by  riij) = (in, id . ), :
li   7

(A7. , a7!,   = F(f) —► D , where in is the inclusion map, give the desired direct'i        ';'        -j

limit of  F  in  A.

IA  is defined by letting ¡A(A) = \A\, A £ \A\, and ¡A(f) = (id, /) for each

morphism / in  A.  Note that every object  A    in  A  is a directed direct limit of a

functor which factors through  7A, i.e.

A   = j A ., a \. = lim {A .i = lim 7, ° A  .* I 1 ■ ■    > I -»     ^1 •

/ I     -

Hence, since   F preserves directed direct limits, we must have

F(A) lim IA ° A, lim F ° 7^ o A. lim F ° A.

/

lim F(A.),

1

the directed direct limit in 73.  Given a morphism (0,/.).: [A., ah—► JB., ß\. in

A,  F[(0, /Pj]: lim, F(A¿) —» lim . F(ß .) is the map  induced by the   F(/¿) on the

direct limits in B.  Let A_ = \A ., a|; be an object in A  and let G: A —> B be any

functor extending G.  Define r)[[A¿, a|,]: F[[A¿, a|f]—» G[[A ., aif] as follows.  For

7 < z    in  7, we have the commutative diagram

V(A  ,)
F(A,)      -Ï-►    G(AA

F(<A. ) G(°-\ )

F(A
V(A;)

G(A)
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since 7? is a natural transformation.   Hence the  r¡(A.) gives us a natural transfor-

mation of functors  F°A.-^GoA_.  Taking the direct limit, we get an induced map

rjttA., a!,]: F[\A., a}.] = lim,F ° A. -, GÍ\A., a!/].  It is immediate that rj extends

77.   Furthermore, Lince \A ., a\¡ = lim,iA¿! in A, 77 is the unique map which extends

27.  Let (cfe, /),: [A., a\ — iß., ß}} be a morphism in A.  Then we have the commu-

tative diagram

FÍA)
V(A.)

G(A)

F if A G (f A

«W """'t-   '
Hi)'

Taking direct limits, we get the commutative diagram

VÍU.,  ajj
FÜA;, a|,]

F[(4>, /,.),]

F[ißy, ß\j]
v[\B.,ß\}]

G[iA¿,a!,]

G[(4>. fi),]

CÜBr ß\j]

which verifies that rj is natural.

If A is additive (cf. [12, pp. 65-67]), each of its hom sets has the structure

of an abelian group with a distributive composition. Then in A each set

MlA.\v \B.\j) = lim, lim; Hom4(A., By) has an induced algebraic structure from

A, given as follows.  If (cp1, //), and icfe2, f2), ate morphisms in A(iA.!,, \B.\j),

we can use Lemma 3.2 to obtain a set map p: I —* J and morphisms  (p, gA¡ ~

(rp1,/1), and  WgPl^^'fPr   Then

(cfe\f)\ + icfe2, f\)l = (p, g]), + (p, g2), = (p, zg,1 + g?)( •

Associativity, commutativity and distributivity follow immediately.  The zero morphism

is  (<p, 0.), where cfe: I —» / is any set map, and the inverse of (0, /¿), is icfe, - /¿),.

Thus, each of the hom sets in A has an induced abelian group structure with a

distributive composition such that IA: A c_ Â is additive.^ If F: A -♦ B is addi-

tive, then obviously so is  F: À-* B.  The zero object of Â  is ÍO!.  For the exis-

tence of biproducts in A, it is enough by Proposition 3.1 to consider objects ÍB¿!,

and iß2!/ with the same directed set /. Since we have the commutative diagram
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b],
c1.

- b),®b2, -
c2,

77Î,

e1
2

T72,

C

B'
l

B1 -   B1 ©B2

T72
;

for  i < i'   in  7, the biproduct of \B{ S,  and  ÍB¿ i; and À  is given by

(id, tí),

W,   ¿
(id.írí),

ÍB>B2S,   t

(id,   tf),

(id,  77 ¿ ),
'i '/ *

To prove (iv), we first show that, if A  is abelian  (cf. [5, pp. 35 — 36]), then so

is  A.  For the existence of kernels and cokernels, it is enough to consider morphisms

(id, g.),: \BJ\j —» \B2\l satisfying (i) and (ii) of Corollary 3.6.  For  i < i'  in  7, we

have the commutative diagram

kerg.,

*.-« Si'
-73.7 ■*B?.

ker g . -'■-  BJ°2 2

The kernel of (id, g .)¡ is given by

and the cokernel by

(id, k.),
iker g.\t -l-i \B}\

(id, c),

ÍB2!,   -^icokg.l,

■* cok g.

:ok g{.

It remains to prove the normality and conormality of A.   For normality (conormality),

it is sufficient to consider monomorphisms (epimorphisms) satisfying (i), (ii), and

(iii) of Corollary 3.6.  Then construct the cokernel (kernel) as above, and normality

(conormality) is obvious.  Note that  7^: Ac-» A  is an exact functor.

For the AB5 property, we need to show that the directed direct limit of mono-

morphisms is a monomorphism.   Let us be more precise.  Any natural transformation

77 between the functors  F, G: K —* A, where   K is a directed set, induces a unique

morphism 77 : limK F —► limK G yielding the following commutative diagram of natural

transformations:
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const,.        r,    -►   const,.       r.
11 m ,, r i i m „ O
—»K —► ¡f.

We want to show that, for each natural transformation  27 with every  v¡ík),  k £ K,  a

monomorphism,   77" is a monomorphism (cf. [13, pp. 85—86]).   But, it is clear that we

can consider each  27U): FÍk) —» GÍk) as a morphism (id, fk.   ),  : \Ak\.   —» \Bk\¡

satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) of Corollary 3.6, i.e. /    is a natural transformation with

each / .   ,  z,   £ lk, a monomorphism in  A.  Recalling the construction of directed

direct limits in  A  and using the fact that all the  / .     are monomorphisms, it is a

straightforward verification that  27   is a monomorphism in  A.

If A  is small, then  A  has the set of generators  iiA!| A e |A|!, since every

object in A   is a directed direct limit of objects from this set.  Thus, if A  is small

and abelian, A  is an AB5 category with a set of generators.   Then  A  has a genera-

tor and, hence, has enough injectives (cf. [7]).     Q.E.D.

""" is, in fact, an adjoint functor (cf. [12, pp. 57—58]).  Let Cat be the cate-

gory whose objects consist of all categories and whose morphisms are all the func-

tors between categories (cf. [10]).   Let ind   Cat be the subcategory of Cat consis-

ting of categories with unique directed direct limits and functors which preserve

directed direct limits.   There is the embedding functor  E: ind   Cat c-» Cat.   Further-

more, we have a functor   ~: Cat —> ind  Cat defined on objects  A £ |Cat|   by   "(A) =

A  and on morphisms   F: A—* B  in Cat by   "(F) = (/fi ° F).

Corollary 4.2.   There is an adjunction 27: ind  Cat ÍA ),  )—► Cat (  , E(  )), i.e.

» z's a72 adjoint of E.

Proof.   Define the adjunction  27 by letting  rjíA, B_)ÍF) = F ° ¡A  for A e |Cat|,

B £ lind  Cat I, and  F 6 ind  Cat ÍAA), B).   It is easily verified that  77 is a natural

isomorphism with inverse  »7     : Cat (   , E( )) —> ind  Cat (~(  ),  ) given by

27-HA, B)iG)= G for A £ |Çat|, B £ |ind Cat I, and G eÇ_at(A, E(ß)).     Q.E.D.

Remarks,   (i) Recall that we defined the morphisms of A  in §2 so as to estab-

lish an equivalence  H between  A  and the category of ind-representable functors

in Ens -     .   When A   is small and abelian, the ind-representable functors are pre-

cisely the left exact functors (cf. [14]), i.e. A  is really the familiar functor cate-

gory Sex (A op, Ab_) (cf. [6]).

(ii) The   dual   construction would yield a left completion  A  of A  which is not

only left complete,  but also right complete with a projective generator, yielding a

proof of the Exact Embedding Theorem and Mitchell's Embedding Theorem for abe-

lian categories.
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